19^8]	BALFOUR    IN    A    CANOE	29!
Alice (Walter)x must always have been an original, for
we heard last night of how when an undergraduate she
joined a Geological party under a Swiss Professor in the
Alps where for eight nights they slept eight or nine in a
bed in the Alpine huts, both sexes in the same bed, in-
cluding guides! She incidentally remarked that she slept
in a mackintosh but was much fyckjed by a Dutchman who
slept next her. The beds must have been vast, I suppose!
Old Sir Reginald told me yesterday that when he was
at Cambridge he and A. J.B. and Lord Kinnaird went from
here in three canoes an expedition all among these islands,
which are exposed to the full force of Atlantic gales. I got
him to read us after dinner his letters to his mother (who
was naturally in terror) at the time. It is amazing, as he
now sees, that any of them escaped to tell the tale. Luckily
the weather was fine all the time, except one day when
they were in some danger. Fancy A.J.B. iji a canoe on the
Atlantic, living on porridge and oatmeal!
Ardmarnoc\ House,
To Dame Meriel Talbot	Tighnabruaich,
Argyllshire
August 16, 1928
PS.—Oh, I have said nothing about your new greatness2
—but Sal will have given you my congratulations. I am
so glad. You have taken Alfred's [Lyttelton's] place as
the " public and political " member -of the family. Will
you end your career as Baroness Talbot? I suppose you
are " seconded " from your office for this work. It ought
to be very interesting tho' I expect very difficult. I wonder
whether any newspaper will complain of the sister-in-law
of the Assistant Public Prosecutor * being put upon it!
1	Now Mrs. Archibald Macnabb.
2	Her appointment as a member of the Police Commission.
3	Sir Guy Stephenson.

